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Simple Summary: The concern for better farm animal welfare has been greatly increasing among 
scientists, veterinarians, farmers, consumers, and the general public over many years. As a 
consequence, several indicators have been developed to assess animal welfare, and several specific 
protocols have been proposed for welfare evaluation. Most of the indicators developed so far focus 
on the negative aspects of animal welfare (e.g., lameness, lesions, diseases, presence of abnormal 
behaviours, high levels of stress hormones, and many more). However, the lack of negative welfare 
conditions does not necessarily mean that animals are in good welfare and have a good quality of 
life. To guarantee high welfare standards, animals should experience positive conditions that allow 
them to live a life that is really worth living. We reviewed the existing indicators of positive welfare 
for farmed ruminants and identified some gaps that still require work, especially in the domains of 
Nutrition and Health, and the need for further refinement of some of the existing indicators. 
Abstract: Until now, most research has focused on the development of indicators of negative 
welfare, and relatively few studies provide information on valid, reliable, and feasible indicators 
addressing positive aspects of animal welfare. However, a lack of suffering does not guarantee that 
animals are experiencing a positive welfare state. The aim of the present review is to identify 
promising valid and reliable animal-based indicators for the assessment of positive welfare that 
might be included in welfare assessment protocols for ruminants, and to discuss them in the light 
of the five domains model, highlighting possible gaps to be filled by future research. Based on the 
existing literature in the main databases, each indicator was evaluated in terms of its validity, 
reliability, and on-farm feasibility. Some valid indicators were identified, but a lot of the validity 
evidence is based on their absence when a negative situation is present; furthermore, only a few 
indicators are available in the domains of Nutrition and Health. Reliability has been seldom 
addressed. On-farm feasibility could be increased by developing specific sampling strategies and/or 
relying on the use of video- or automatic-recording devices. In conclusion, several indicators are 
potentially available (e.g., synchronisation of lying and feeding, coat or fleece condition, qualitative 
behaviour assessment), but further research is required. 
Keywords: ruminants; cattle; sheep; goats; buffaloes; animal welfare; positive indicators; five 
domains 
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1. Introduction 
Animal welfare research has led to a better understanding of animal welfare needs and the 
development of scientific welfare indicators, which have been merged into welfare assessment 
protocols for various species, including cattle [1], goats [2,3], and sheep [4,5]. These protocols, 
developed in Europe for the evaluation of animal welfare on farms, include a selection of valid and 
reliable indicators whose on-farm evaluation is feasible and, whenever possible, follows European 
Food Safety Authority’s recommendations [6] that indicators are animal-based, whereas resource– 
and management–based indicators are considered as “risk factors”. 
On-farm welfare assessment schemes focus almost exclusively on the evaluation of negative 
welfare indicators (e.g., lameness, overgrown claws, lesions, abnormal behaviour, excessive 
aggressiveness, fear) and provide an output on welfare levels based on the quantification of such 
negative aspects: if the presence of negative indicators is frequent, the level of welfare is low, and 
vice versa. In this view, the lack of suffering and the satisfaction of animals’ basic requirements is 
indicative of a good welfare level. This follows the earlier concepts of animal welfare, based on the 
respect of the Five Freedoms deriving from the Brambell Report [7], formalised by the Farm Animal 
Welfare Council (FAWC) in 1979, and later revised and translated into the Four Principles and 
Twelve Criteria during the Welfare Quality® EC Project [1]. These concepts are the drivers of most of 
the current legislation and codes of practice on animal welfare, essentially based on the avoidance of 
unnecessary suffering. 
However, a lack of suffering does not guarantee that animals are experiencing a positive welfare 
state. Several studies have argued for the inclusion of positive welfare indicators or consideration of 
the positive aspects of animal welfare as well as the negative in achieving a more comprehensive 
view of animal welfare [8]. Animals are motivated to gain a resource or achieve a particular 
interaction, and the affective state of achieving these goals or the reward is pleasure. Thus, what 
animals want, in terms of seeking positive or attractive stimuli, are associated with animals 
“wanting” these rewards [8]. The FAWC [9] suggests that the minimum welfare level should be 
defined in terms of an animal’s Quality of Life (QoL) over its whole lifetime, and that QoL can range 
from a very poor level (a life not worth living), to a medium level (a life worth living), up to a high 
level (a good life). 
Given that animal welfare is not only an absence of negative states (e.g., pain, disease, fear), and 
something positive should be provided to farm animals to make their lives worth living, positive 
animal welfare remains difficult to define. Previous constructs of animal welfare suggest that welfare 
can be defined by concerns falling into one of three domains: biological functioning, naturalness, and 
the feelings of affective experiences of the animal [10]. Following the functional approach, positive 
welfare may just be something that goes beyond the provision of farming conditions allowing the 
animals to be in good health. Grazing may be an example: ruminants can survive and be healthy 
without expressing this behaviour; hence, access to pasture may be considered a benefit and an 
indicator of positive welfare [11]. However, according to the natural approach, ruminants should be 
free to express any species-specific behaviour; thus no grazing would be a sign of a negative state, 
whereas access to pasture would be just the normal condition. The focus could then be on animal 
feelings, although short-term preferences may not match animal long-term interests. However, 
according to [12], good welfare can be achieved when animals are able to have a certain degree of 
control over the surrounding environment while tackling and meeting the challenges. In other words, 
a good life is not a life without challenges with both too high and too low levels of stimulation 
possibly perceived as aversive. Animals have expectations about the environment where they live 
and [13] stated that a positive experience occurs when an animal “actively responds to motivations 
to engage in rewarding behaviours, including all associated appetitive and consummatory effects 
that are positive”. For example, if an animal is ‘fully engaged in exploring and food gathering in a 
stimulus-rich environment and interacts pleasantly with other animals in the social group’, then that 
animal may be considered to be in a positive welfare state. Both views highlight the active role played 
by the animals while positively interacting with the surrounding environment. 
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Therefore, good animal welfare should also be considered in the light of the presence of positive 
experiences or sensations, and not only as the result of the absence of negative experiences [14], and 
the balance between positive and negative effects should be in favour of the former [15]. This implies 
moving from the concept of “Freedoms” towards the concept of “Provisions”, as animals should be 
managed in order to provide them with a range of opportunities to experience comfort, pleasure, 
interest, confidence, and a sense of control [15]. 
In line with these considerations, the OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code [16] recently stated 
that “Animal welfare means how an animal is coping with the conditions in which it lives. An animal 
is in a good state of welfare if (as indicated by scientific evidence) it is healthy, comfortable, well-
nourished, safe, able to express innate behaviour, and if it is not suffering from unpleasant states such 
as pain, fear, and distress”. This definition clearly emphasises the need for positive experiences 
(health, comfort, good nutrition, and freedom to express natural behaviour) in the first place and 
mentions the freedom from suffering only at the end. 
However, most research has focused on the development of indicators of negative welfare, and 
relatively few studies provide information on valid, reliable, and feasible indicators addressing 
positive aspects of animal welfare. The identification of animal-based indicators with these 
characteristics would allow their inclusion in welfare assessment schemes. This would be beneficial 
not only for improving the level of animal welfare, leading to a high QoL of farmed animals but also 
for reinforcing the communication about animal welfare to the stakeholders, who are strongly 
interested in positive indicators [17]. 
Mellor [17–19] proposes a five domains model to draw attention to important areas deserving 
consideration when talking about animal welfare. The model takes into consideration four domains 
related to internal states and external circumstances (i.e., Nutrition, Environment, Health, and 
Behaviour), and a fifth domain, i.e., Mental State, which is a final component showing positive or 
negative affective engagement resulting from the sum of internal states and external circumstances. 
The aim of the present review is to identify existing valid and reliable animal-based indicators 
for the assessment of positive welfare that might be included in welfare assessment protocols for 
ruminants, and to discuss them in the light of the five domains model, highlighting possible gaps to 
be filled by future research. 
2. Materials and Methods 
As a starting point, an extensive review of scientific literature was carried out in the main 
databases (Web of Science, CAB Abstracts, PubMed, and Scopus), using keywords such as “positive 
welfare”, “measure”, “indicator”, “comfort”, “human-animal relationship”, “emotions”, “natural 
behaviour”, “pleasure”, “liveliness”, “synchronization”, “play” combined with “ruminant”, “cattle”, 
“cow”, “sheep”, “goat”, and “buffalo”. A total of 45 records, including 12 reviews, were obtained 
from this initial search. On the basis of the references cited in these records, and of the suggestions 
from the reviewers of the initial version of this manuscript, we enlarged our search, to obtain the final 
list included in this review. Only English language studies published in international journals, 
international book chapters or international protocols were retained. We focused exclusively on 
animal-based indicators that could be collected on-farm. Animal-based indicators requiring 
subsequent laboratory analysis were discarded. Publications dealing with resource- and 
management-based indicators were also excluded. 
Based on the existing literature, each indicator was evaluated in terms of its validity, reliability 
(test–retest reliability, intra- and inter-observer reliability), and on-farm feasibility (Table 1). 
Table 1. Definitions of terms proposed by Battini et al. [20] and used in the present review to describe 
the characteristics of the considered indicators. 
Term Definition 
Validity 
The relation between a variable and what it is supposed to measure or 
predict. It can be shown by the ability of an indicator to predict some later 
criterion, such as a state of pleasure, comfort, vitality, etc. (predictive 
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validity), or by the correlation between an indicator and other measures to 
which it is theoretically related (i.e., gold standard) (concurrent validity) 
Reliability The extent to which a measurement is repeatable and consistent 
Test–retest reliability 
The extent to which a measurement is repeatable and consistent 
throughout time 
Intra-observer reliability 
The agreement between successive observations of the same individual or 
group by a single observer, based on statistical significance of correlations 
(p < 0.05) or to Kendall’s coefficient of concordance (>0.7). According to 
time between measurements, reliability may be classified in short- (1–7 
days), medium- (1 week to 1 month), or long-term reliability (>1 month) 
Inter-observer reliability 
The agreement between different observers during a simultaneous 
observation, based on statistical significance of correlations (p < 0.05) or to 
Kendall’s coefficient of concordance (>0.7) 
On-farm feasibility  
The practical chance of using the indicators during on-farm inspection. It 
may consider different constraints, e.g., time, cost, accessibility, equipment 
requirements, no laboratory analysis 
Resource- and management-based measures were excluded, and only animal-based measures 
were considered, as this approach seems more appropriate for measuring the actual welfare state of 
the animals and the way in which they respond to the farming environment [6]. 
The results are presented in the light of the five domains considering: Nutrition, Environment, 
Health, Behaviour, and the overall affective Mental State [17]. 
Some indicators can provide useful information related to more than one domain; when this was 
the case, it was specifically mentioned in relation to each domain. 
3. Promising Indicators in the Five Domains 
A list of potential indicators of positive welfare indicators in Mellor’s four domains [17–19] 
related to internal states and external circumstances (i.e., Nutrition, Environment, Health, and 
Behaviour) is summarised in Table 2. 
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Table 2. List of the reviewed potential positive welfare indicators related to internal states and external circumstances (i.e., Nutrition, Environment, Health, and 
Behaviour). The animal category and method used for data collection are also specified for each indicator. 
Provisions Welfare Indicator Animal Category Data Collection Method References 
 
Expression of feeding preferences Sheep Direct observations [21] 
Grazing behaviour Beef cattle Direct observations [22] 
Synchronisation of feeding Beef cattle Direct observations [23] 
Environment 
Bipedal stance Goat kid Direct observations [24] 
Climbing Goat Video recording [25] 
Comfort index Dairy cow Video recording [26] 
Duration of lying bouts 
Dairy cow Video recording [27] 
Dairy cow Electronic device [28] 
Duration of lying time 
Calves Video recording [29] 
Dairy cow Video recording [27] 
Dairy cow Electronic device [28] 
Dairy cow Video recording [30] 
Dairy cow Video recording [31] 
Goat Video recording [32] 
Heifer Direct observations [33] 
Sheep Video recording [34] 
Sheep Video recording [35] 
Exploration/chewing of branches Goat Direct observations [36] 
Frequency of lying bouts 
Dairy cow Video recording [27] 
Dairy cow Electronic device [28] 
Heifer Direct observations [33] 
Licking while standing on 3 legs Dairy cow Video recording [37] 
Lying posture (sternal recumbency with head against the flank, in lateral 
recumbency with stretched legs, lying fully stretched) 
Dairy cow Direct observations [38] 
Dairy cow Direct observations [39] 
Dairy cow Direct observations [40] 
Nibbling on objects Goat Video recording [25] 
Playing 
Goat Direct observations [36] 
Goat kid Direct observations [24] 
Ruminating while lying Dairy cow Direct observations [40] 
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Step up on an object Goat kid Direct observations [24] 
Synchronisation of lying 
Dairy cow Direct observations [41] 
Goat Video recording [32] 
Heifer Direct observations [33] 
Sheep Video recording [34] 
Time lying by a wall 
Goat Video recording [32] 
Sheep Video recording [33] 
Use of brush Goat Video recording [25] 
Health 
Fleece quality Sheep  [3] 
Hair coat condition Dairy goats Direct observations [42] 
Months staying in the herd Dairy cow Direct observations [43] 
Vigour score Lambs Direct observations [44,45] 
Behaviour 
Allogrooming 
Dairy cow Video recording [46] 
Dairy cow Video recording [47] 
Avoidance distance at feeding place 
Beef cattle Direct observations [48] 
Buffalo Video recording [49] 
Dairy cow Direct observations [50] 
Avoidance distance in the barn Dairy cow Direct observations [51] 
Exploration Beef cattle Direct observations [52] 
Licking while standing on 3 legs Dairy cow Video recording [37] 
Locomotor play Veal calf Video recording [53] 
Percentage of animals in the mud Buffalo Direct observations [54] 
Self-grooming 
Beef cattle Direct observations [55] 
Veal calf Video recording [56] 
Synchronisation of behaviours 
Dairy cow Direct observations [41] 
Beef cattle Direct observations [23] 
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3.1. Nutrition 
Positive aspects of welfare associated with the nutrition domain go beyond the bare satisfaction 
of physiological nutritional requirements, and imply, for example, aspects of choice and variety of 
food with pleasant smell, taste, and texture, pleasures associated with active engagement and 
exploration of the environment during foraging, oral pleasures of chewing/sucking, or hedonic 
properties of food, that eventually lead to a positive mental state [18]. The positive welfare aspects of 
nutrition would include measures indicative of the hedonic pleasures associated with consuming 
preferred foods, sensory aspects of pleasurable tastes [57] and the quenching aspects of drinking, as 
well as the feelings of satiation and the anticipatory pleasures of seeking and consuming food. 
According to [58], the possibility of food choice provides animals with the freedom to express their 
normal behaviour, to meet specific individual needs, and also to reduce the incidence of illness by 
better coping with toxins and parasite loads. Ruminants express feeding preferences if they are 
allowed to select their diet without any constraints, whereas the diet they actually select represents 
their preferences as modified by any environmental factors (e.g., accessibility, competition with 
conspecifics) [59]. Ruminants show feeding preferences based on forage taste, odour, and texture 
characteristics because these animals can associate such characteristics with the post-ingestion effects 
of feeds at the gastro-intestinal level [60]. In particular, they are able to avoid unpalatable feeds with 
low nutrient content or high toxin levels while actively selecting palatable and nutritious feeds with 
the aim to maximize their nutritional well-being [61]. Catanese et al. [62] confirmed that limiting diet 
choice induces a stress response in lambs. At least in humans, a close relationship has been found 
between affect and food consumption (e.g., [63]). Therefore, it has been postulated that also in non-
human animals, the ingestion of pleasant feeds, based on their hedonic values, may induce a more 
positive affective state as compared to receiving less palatable feeds. In fact, [21] observed that after 
the consumption of a pleasant pellet, ewes show an optimistic judgment bias by approaching non-
reinforced ambiguous locations more quickly (i.e., the ewes received no training about the possible 
presence of palatable or unpalatable feeds in those locations) than ewes receiving disliked wood 
pellets. These results indicate the expression of feeding preferences as a potentially valid indicator, 
although no evidence is available on its reliability, and preference tests may not be easily performed 
on-farm. 
In rodents, behavioural indicators of the pleasure of eating or drinking have been quantified as 
tongue protrusions, lip smacking, and lick patterns (e.g., [64]), but similar animal-based indicators 
have not been developed for ruminants. Both sheep and cattle consistently show a preference of 
legumes over grasses (1.5 times higher intake) and also a particular diurnal pattern, with legumes 
preferred in the morning and preference for grasses increasing at the end of the day [59]. These data 
suggest that ruminants have specific goals when selecting their diet, which cannot be accomplished 
when they are fed a total mixed ration, with no possible alternative. However, it should be considered 
that feed choice may be driven by individual differences [65], as some animals are more prone to 
consume a regular and constant diet, whereas others are willing to explore new feeds, as recorded in 
heifers by Meagher et al. [66]. It may be argued that, if animals are given the possibility of choosing 
their diets, they may not necessarily eat what is best for them, and they may not consume a diet 
adequate to meet their nutritional requirements. Although we cannot exclude that this may happen 
in some cases, research by [67] showed that calves offered with a varied diet reached the same 
nutritional level provided by a standard balanced mixed ration, yet each animal ate a diet different 
from the other animals. Data supporting the evidence that ruminants are able to select a diet close to 
their needs and minimise the ingestion of anti-nutritional compounds when they are given the 
possibility to choose among different feeds are reviewed by [58]. 
An additional benefit in terms of welfare can be given to ruminant animals by allowing the 
expression of their dietary preferences while performing their species-specific grazing behaviours 
(i.e., exploration, selection, and ingestion of plants [22]), as also envisaged by the Welfare Quality 
protocol [1,12]. 
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Domestic ruminants are gregarious animals and their feeding behaviour, as well as other 
maintenance behaviours [68–70], is synchronised [71]. Feeding behaviour synchronisation in social 
animals is an adaptive behaviour, evolved to provide a series of benefits, such as opportunities for 
acquiring information about the location of food and allowing more time to graze, due to reduced 
exposure to predation risk [72]. In this sense, feeding synchronisation may indicate a positive welfare 
condition for all group members (see also “Behaviour”), and it was actually observed more frequently 
in finishing bulls kept on pasture than in a more restricted housing environment [23]. Furthermore, 
feeding synchronisation may indicate reduced competitiveness, thus representing an additional 
benefit for subordinate animals, as they would be able to access the feeding resources along with 
conspecifics. The assessment of the synchrony of feeding is feasible on-farm and it could be achieved 
by instantaneous scan sampling [68], taking into account that synchronisation is maximal in the 
morning and in the evening [73]. No information is available about the reliability of feeding 
synchronisation, but behavioural synchronisation is generally considered reliable [39], whereas the 
articles mentioned previously [23,39,70–73] support the validity of the measure. 
3.2. Environment 
The environment can have marked effects on animal welfare, and some literature suggests the 
positive effects of housing enrichments, which should be beyond the simple housing 
supplementation (i.e., just capable of reducing the negative effects of a poor environment). Examples 
of housing enrichment are reviewed by [74–76]. Positive aspects of housing or the environment 
involve providing the animal with the space and requirements for comfort and pleasure associated 
with resting and ease of movement, as well as offering choice and opportunity to express agency in 
use of the environment. 
Comfort and appropriate rest are important components of positive welfare induced by the 
environment. For example, reduced lying time and abnormal lying postures or transition movements 
are shown when housing conditions are suboptimal (e.g., [77,78]). We can, therefore, argue that an 
increase of lying time, the possibility to perform appropriate lying postures, and the ease to get up 
and lie down may be indicative of a positive welfare state. 
In ruminants (e.g.,: cattle: [34,79]; sheep: [34]), resting is a high priority and an inelastic 
behavioural need. The total amount of time spent lying was used to assess cow comfort in response 
to the type of housing (large pens vs tie-stalls) and the depth and shape of sand bedding, respectively 
[27,28]. In both studies, a higher lying time occurred in the more favourable conditions (large pens 
and deeper bedding), thus confirming the validity of this positive indicator to assess cow comfort 
during resting. The time spent lying was also observed to increase in cows, sheep, and in dairy calves 
provided with a more insulating substrate (e.g., sand bed vs concrete floor in cows [30]; straw bed 
rather than concrete or slatted flooring in shorn ewes [35]; sawdust rather than river stones in calves 
[29]), demonstrating lying time to be a good positive indicator for the evaluation of bedding quality 
and of thermal comfort. Another example that supports the validity of lying time for the evaluation 
of cows’ comfort in relation to the environment is provided by [31], who observed an increase of the 
time spent lying on more comfortable lying substrates (i.e., rubber mats vs concrete or sand). 
In goats, the total time spent lying was positively affected by increased indoor space allowance 
[80], but did not statistically vary in response to the inclusion in the pens of additional walls that had 
been introduced in order to increase goats’ comfort and to provide a higher sense of protection not 
only from virtual predators, but also from higher-ranking goats. However, goats spent significantly 
more time resting in the resting area with wall support, suggesting that this indicator (resting by a 
wall) may be used as an indicator of comfort in this species [32]. In an analogous experiment in sheep, 
similar results were obtained on lying time, but not on time spent resting by a wall [34]. However, 
lying time may be increased when animals are unwell (sickness behaviour) or when lame (e.g., [81]); 
thus, alone, this indicator is not specific for positive welfare. 
In cattle, [27] used the frequency of lying bouts as an indicator of the ease of transition 
movement, and validated this indicator by showing that the number of transition movements was 
significantly higher in large pens than in tie-stalls. As the mean duration of single lying bouts did not 
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differ between treatments, the higher number of lying bouts resulted in a longer total lying time, 
which was also considered as a positive indicator of animal welfare. However, [28] could not confirm 
the validity of the number of lying bouts to assess cows’ comfort, whereas they found significant 
differences in the duration of lying bouts in relation to bedding depth and shape. In contrast, [33] did 
not record any significant difference either in total lying time or in the number of lying bouts, in 
response to different space allowances. 
None of the studies mentioned have investigated these indicators in terms of reliability (test-
retest, inter-observer, or intra-observer reliability) and the on-farm feasibility of these indicators still 
has to be discussed. In fact, all the studies were based on either direct- [33] or video-recorded 
[27,32,34] observations lasting 24 h, which is impractical for on-farm assessment. Alternatively, 
electronic devices were used in the study by [28], but their use for a practical on-farm assessment is 
also questionable. Sampling observation rules would be required in order to increase the feasibility 
of these indicators. However, circadian rhythms of resting periods may show a pronounced variation, 
especially in extensively managed animals [81], and this may have a marked impact on the selection 
of sampling periods for the assessment of lying time. 
Napolitano et al. [68] suggested that lying postures can also be used to highlight the level of 
thermal comfort and/or vigilance comfort, and state that cows prefer to rest in sternal recumbency 
with the head tucked against the flank, and in lateral recumbency, possibly with outstretched legs. A 
positive correlation was found in dairy cows between cubicle features (i.e., stall width, stall length, 
amount of straw, area, and type of divider) and some lying postures: stretched forelegs, stretched 
hindlegs, lying fully stretched [38]. van Erp-van der Kooij et al. [40] confirmed the preference of dairy 
cows for lying in long and wide postures when at pasture, in a comfortable situation. These authors 
also carried out a reliability analysis on lying postures at the start of their study, finding an initial 
moderate agreement (kappa values 0.49 and 0.50) between a trainer and the observers, whereas [39] 
found good inter-observer reliability and consistency over time for head resting and hind legs 
stretched. Also, for the observation of lying postures, the development of a representative sampling 
strategy may be required for practical on-farm observations. 
Another important aspect of lying behaviour is the level of synchronisation (see also 
“Behaviour”), that may be considered as indicative of a positive welfare state. For example, Holstein 
heifers with larger space allowance exhibited a higher synchronisation of lying behaviour, which was 
interpreted as a higher welfare level, thus confirming the predictive validity of this indicator [33]. 
The validity of the synchronisation of resting behaviour could not be confirmed as an indicator of 
comfort in sheep [34] and goats [32], which did not increase their synchrony after the inclusion of 
additional walls. However, the presence of additional walls is only one of the factors that can 
potentially affect lying behaviour: the space available in these studies (1.5 m2/head, which 
corresponds to the minimum recommended value for small ruminants; [69]) may have contributed 
to the inability of all animals lying down at the same time, independently from the presence of 
partitions. In fact, [81] observed that sheep are more synchronised when they have more space to lie 
in an indoor environment. Based on the concept of synchronised lying, [26] proposed the use of a 
Comfort index, calculated as the number of cows lying in free stalls out of the total number of cows 
touching a stall. According to these authors, a value greater than 85% is considered a good threshold. 
The validity of lying synchrony as a positive welfare indicator is confirmed by [38], who found a 
positive correlation between the maximum synchronous lying and cubicle features (i.e., stall width, 
stall length, amount of straw, area, and type of divider) providing more space and a more comfortable 
and insulated lying surface. The same author also found a positive correlation of these features with 
the percentage of cows ruminating while lying: this indicator can also be considered as indicative of 
a positive welfare state, as rumination is usually performed by healthy, relaxed, and unstressed cows 
while lying down [82]. The inter-observer reliability and consistency over time of lying synchrony 
have been confirmed by [39] both for direct and video-recorded observations. 
As for feeding synchrony, also lying synchrony can be assessed using instantaneous scan 
sampling: this indicator can be collected in a quicker way than lying time, and it is less likely affected 
by circadian behavioural changes [81]. 
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Another behaviour that may indicate that animals are living in a good environment is 
exploration, which usually increases in novel and complex environments, as discussed in the 
paragraph “Behaviour” (e.g., [54]). 
3.3. Health 
Traditionally, assessment of health aspects of welfare has focused on categorising and auditing 
the most common health issues of the species (number of lame animals, parasitised, showing visible 
injuries, and so on). However, the absence of clinical disease or injury is not the same as the positive 
aspects of good health, such as feeling well, active, and vigorous. Suitable positive welfare indicators 
in this domain would include measures that suggest animals are enjoying vitality and good health. 
The longevity of breeding animals can be defined as the time-span animals remain in the herd, 
whereas productive longevity is the period between first parturition and culling. In intensively 
farmed dairy cow herds, longevity and productive longevity are usually well below five and three 
years, respectively [43], whereas cows kept in extensive conditions or in small family farms show a 
mean longevity of 15 years [83] and cases are reported where animals reach over 22 years [84]. Most 
of the factors that lead to the culling of dairy cows concern health (e.g., mastitis, lameness, low 
fertility) and unsatisfactory production. In farm animals, a long life may be considered as the result 
of good welfare [85], and longevity as its “summary indicator” (i.e., summarising all the potential 
noxious factors leading to a reduced life expectancy). However, it may be speculated that the validity 
of this indicator relies on the reliability of the information about culling reasons, as only those 
concerning involuntary culling should be considered. In addition, there may also be concerns about 
Quality of Life, as just being on the farm for a long time may not mean positive welfare: a longer time 
spent in pain but not reaching the point of needing to be culled may have obvious negative effects on 
the welfare of the animals, and may result in a life that is not “a good life”, and possibly not even “a 
life worth living” [85]. 
Vigour is another indicator of positive health, which expresses positive and active engagement 
with the environment. In lambs, a vigour score has been proposed, based on the latency to first 
perform specific behaviours, such as an attempt to stand, seeking the udder, and successful sucking 
[44,45]. This score has been shown to be valid, in that it is reflective of the behaviour of neonatal 
lambs [45], and has been applied on commercial farms [45] suggesting data can be collected feasibly, 
at least on farms with indoor lambing systems. The reliability of scoring has not been formally tested. 
A positive health condition can also be identified by coat or fleece conditions. For example, the 
percentage of goats with coat described as “a complete fur cover, even coat, presenting shiny, glossy 
and sheen hair, homogeneous and well adherent to the body” [42] has been included in the AWIN 
welfare assessment protocol for goats [3], and a good fleece quality (sufficient fleece, no trailing or 
over long patches of fleece, no scurf nor lumpiness, nor evidence of ectoparasites) was included in 
the AWIN welfare assessment protocol for sheep [5]. For hair coat condition in goats, [42] 
demonstrated high inter-observer reliability, but [86] showed a low consistency over time. For sheep, 
assessments of fleece quality have good intra-observer, but poor inter-observer reliability, when 
assessed at a group level [87], but good inter-observer reliability when assessed individually (AWIN 
2015, unpublished). 
3.4. Behaviour 
Positive welfare may be evident when animals are able to express active and positive 
engagement with the environment and in their interactions with other animals, resulting in 
exploration, foraging, hunting, bonding, affiliative social contacts (such as play, social grooming, and 
other pleasurable contacts,) and positive parent-offspring interactions [13,88]. 
Numerous authors report that human and non-human mammals play when they are not 
exposed to harmful events and threats to fitness, such as abrupt weaning, insufficient nutrient intake 
[89], disbudding [53], and castration [90]. This may be explained by the fact that this behaviour is not 
needed for survival; thus, it is not expressed in unfavourable conditions. According to [91], play is 
self-rewarding, may be included in the behavioural repertoire of the adults albeit at a lower frequency 
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than juveniles of the same species, and it is repetitive, although not stereotypical in form. In addition, 
play has been associated with positive emotions [92]. Valnickova et al. [93] observed that deprivation 
of play induced reduced growth in dairy calves, thus suggesting the validity of the absence of this 
behaviour as an indicator of negative welfare. However, a rebound effect in play is often observed 
when conditions improve. For example, the play expressed by dairy cows when, during winter 
housing, they are released into exercise areas, may not be an indication of positive welfare, rather, it 
may represent a sign of relief from a previous poorer condition [94]. In general, it can be stated that 
reductions in play are associated with negative affect, whereas there is evidence for an increase in 
play with positive affect. Anticipatory behaviours can provide information about emotional states 
and the anticipation of play, being a rewarding event, can be a positive state as shown by an increased 
frequency of behavioural transitions and duration of walking [95]. However, inferences on 
anticipatory behaviours should be considered, as long waiting periods may induce frustration [96]. 
The registration of spontaneous play in young ruminants may not be feasible due to the low level of 
expression [93]. Three main categories of play have been described: social, locomotor, and object play 
[97]. Mintline et al. [53] suggested using an arena test to elicit locomotor play and reduce the time 
needed to record this behavioural expression. These authors noted that the amount of time devoted 
to locomotor play in the home pen was positively correlated with the time spent playing in the arena 
test, thus suggesting the validity of the test. However, some open questions remain concerning the 
feasibility of including this in on-farm assessments, as well as the size and shape of the arena, both 
affecting the expression of this behaviour, the time elapsing between tests, with more time devoted 
to play at increasing elapsed times, and the high day–to–day expression variability. No studies on 
the reliability of this test are currently available. 
In young mammals, the possibility of sucking from their dams may also be related to a positive 
welfare state, as this is a natural and highly motivated behaviour (in the wild, it is essential for 
survival) [98]. The need for sucking from a teat seems to be confirmed by the fact that, if this natural 
behaviour is limited or prevented, calves may redirect it towards other targets in the form of 
abnormal oral behaviour [99], while lambs show a number of behavioural, endocrine, and immune 
disturbances [100]. Conversely, when young mammals have the opportunity of sucking from their 
mothers, they perform this rewarding and appeasing behaviour, particularly following behavioural 
disturbances, suggesting that it has a rewarding and comforting component as well as nutritional. 
Although valid [22,68,69], to our knowledge, no information is currently available about the 
reliability of this indicator, and feasibility may be limited due to the time required for the observation 
of sucking behaviour. 
A high level of synchronisation has been mentioned as an indicator of positive welfare in cattle 
[68], goats [69], and sheep [70]. In fact, this is an allelomimetic behaviour indicative of social cohesion 
[70]. According to [101], in socially stable groups, 90% of the individuals exhibit the same behaviour 
at the same time, whereas [73] established a 70% synchrony threshold in cattle at pasture. 
The use of the level of behavioural synchronisation (standing, lying, and feeding) in cattle as a 
measure of positive welfare is supported by earlier research showing that dairy cows’ behaviour is 
more synchronised on pasture than in tie stalls [41], and later confirmed by [23] in fattening bulls, 
where the synchronisation was higher in bulls at pasture than in bulls kept in pens in an uninsulated 
barn. In fact, as recently reviewed by [102], a loss of synchrony may be interpreted as an index of 
reduced welfare in housed vs pasture-based systems (and vice versa), probably due to the reduction 
of space allowance, the increased level of disturbance, and the higher competition for lying places. 
Stoye et al. [73] observed that the level of synchrony was minimal in the middle of the day and 
peaked in the morning and in the evening, and suggest that the time of day should, therefore, be 
taken into account when this variable is used to measure animal welfare. This consideration can be 
important to set up appropriate sampling rules for behavioural observations and may contribute to 
increasing the on-farm feasibility of this indicator. 
Allogrooming is defined as a licking or grooming behaviour performed between pairs, most 
commonly on the head, neck, and shoulder [71]. Allogrooming has been widely documented in adult 
[103]) and juvenile cattle [104], whereas in sheep and goats, it is mainly expressed by mothers to new-
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born animals [105]. In cattle, this behaviour tends to occur most around the arrival of fresh feed, and 
in longer bouts at night, with 5 min per day total time spent in allogrooming [46]. Allogrooming is 
not thought to be related to dominance hierarchies but is thought to be an expression of a close 
relationship [46,47], relevant for the formation and maintenance of social bonds. Affiliative 
behaviours have been proposed as indicators of positive welfare [92]. Receipt of allogrooming 
induces reduced heart rates and half-closed eyes [106]. In addition, it has been observed that the 
animals which receive more grooming have increased milk production and weight gain [107,108]. 
However, some issues still need to be resolved with respect to whether higher levels of social licking 
may be a mechanism to reduce tension [104]. In particular, allogrooming-dependent tension 
reduction was not seen experimentally [92,109], and higher licking was observed in tethered cattle vs 
loose cattle [110], perhaps related to the familiarity of neighbours or boredom, and in indoor vs 
outdoor cows, probably due to proximity [109]. On-farm feasibility of allogrooming seems low as it 
occurs for a relatively short period per animal, but at higher rates during feeding [46]. However, the 
feasibility on-farm has not been tested, so methods would need to be developed. Consequently, no 
studies on test–retest reliability and intra- and inter-observer reliability have been conducted. 
Self-grooming is related to a broad behavioural category encompassing licking the coat with the 
tongue (generally restricted to cattle), rubbing or scratching with teeth (sheep), hind hoof, horns, or 
against environmental objects (trees, fencing, pen fixtures, etc.), including the use of brushes by dairy 
cows [111]. Self-grooming has also been documented in goats [112,113]. Studies on innate 
‘programmed grooming’ suggest that this behaviour is influenced by age (greater self-grooming in 
young small ruminant animals; [114]). In wild sheep, this behaviour is related to hygiene as a means 
of removing dirtiness, ticks, and other ectoparasites, so it may be a motivated behaviour [115]. In 
general, self-grooming is deemed a comfort activity [116]. Platz et al. [37] found that comfort 
behaviours of individual hygiene in dairy cattle, such as licking while standing on three legs (licking 
herself with one leg raised from the floor surface) and caudal licking (licking of caudal parts of the 
body by concave flexion of the lumbar spine), are only performed on non-slippery flooring. The 
replacement of concrete slatted flooring by rubber mats may increase self-grooming up to 4-fold. 
According to [117], self-grooming tends to be performed more often when calves are motivated to 
express this behaviour, but the environment does not allow to exhibit it. However, whether self-
grooming is positive or solely an expression of positive affect is questionable, since self-licking occurs 
at a higher rate in tie stalls than in loose housed cattle [110], and [118] reports that excessive self-
licking can be observed in calves in response to deprivation situations. 
In natural environments, cattle scratch and groom themselves on trees or other abrasive surfaces 
[119]. Therefore, the provision of brushes can be considered as an environmental enrichment [55] that 
stimulates the animals’ natural behaviour, and brush usage seems to be a ‘luxury’ behaviour with 
low resilience [120], which therefore may indicate positive affect. According to [121], the voluntary 
use of cow brushes might be a useful indicator of positive welfare. Using a motivation test, [119] 
demonstrated that the motivation of cows to access a grooming substrate is as high as their 
motivation to access fresh food. In calves, choice tests suggest that brushing is perceived as a positive 
event, but heart rate variability is not affected [56]. Ninomiya [55] showed that beef cattle increase 
their self-grooming and scratching behaviour when their pen is enriched with a brush, and 
hypothesises that it is possible that the increased expression of this behaviour could be beneficial in 
terms of animal health, based on the lower occurrence of liver and intestinal diseases in enriched 
environments. In addition, brushing facilitates milk let-down and acceptance of milking in heifers, 
although this result may also be related to habituation to humans rather than to brushing, per se 
[122]. A complete validation of an indicator is still lacking as well as studies on reliability, but its 
observation seems feasible on-farm. 
Exploration can be distinguished as specific and general, the former directed towards a specific 
object or event, the latter related to the collection of a broader range of information about the 
surrounding environment. Exploration has an adaptive value as it is information-gathering about 
feeding resources, and checking for potential hazards, thus making individuals more prepared for 
avoiding dangers and finding rapid escapes (e.g., in case of attacks by predators). Exploration seems 
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to be self-rewarding, thus indicating a positive welfare state [52]. General exploration increases when 
animals are exposed to a novel environment, but it is also performed in known complex 
environments where this kind of exploration is performed to check for changes. In intensive 
conditions (i.e., no access to pasture), ruminants tend to extend their periods of inactivity while 
reducing their exploratory behaviours, thus suggesting a low degree of adaptation to an insufficiently 
stimulating environment (e.g., [54]). However, the recording of daily exploration is not feasible; thus, 
[52] proposed a novel object test at the feeding rack as a proxy to estimate the animals’ explorative 
responses. These authors observed higher levels of specific exploration expressed by bulls kept in a 
barren environment, but they obtained weak results when this environment was enriched and 
concluded that the test was not promising. In an arena test, buffalo heifers kept indoors expressed 
higher levels of specific exploration towards a novel object as compared with animals kept on pasture 
[123]. The authors hypothesised that animals kept indoors due to the paucity of stimuli were more 
motivated to perform explorative activities. Therefore, although the arena test is reasonably feasible, 
its validity as a positive indicator is questionable, and data on reliability are lacking. 
Ruminants can be exposed to human contacts, and this happens frequently, especially in dairy 
animals kept in intensive systems. The quantity and the quality of the human–animal relationship 
may have a prominent impact on the behaviour, welfare, and productivity of farm animals (e.g., 
[124]). For example, the use of negative interactions (e.g., shouting, forceful sticking, and slapping) 
may depress milk production [125], growth rate [126], as well as increase the fear of animals towards 
humans [127]. On the contrary, positive interactions (e.g., talking quietly, petting, and touching) may 
have beneficial effects on fertility of dairy cows [128] and growth rate of veal calves [129], provide 
social comfort [130], induce changes in heart rate and heart rate variability and oxytocin release 
[131,132], and elicit positive affective states [133]. For cattle, many measures have been proposed to 
assess the quality of the human–animal relationship, ranging from the observation of both stock 
people and animal behaviour during routine activity (milking, handling, etc.) [128] to assessing 
attitudes of stock people towards animals through questionnaires [51,128]. For sheep the AWIN 
protocol reported a human avoidance test with a familiar person at flock level [5], whereas in cattle 
the most used indicator has been the avoidance distance of animals to humans, defined as the 
distance at which an unfamiliar observer is allowed to approach an individual animal before it moves 
to the side or away [51]. It can be measured either at the feeding place or in the home pen [134], the 
first being more feasible than the latter. However, all the tests involving a human moving towards 
the animals may be the results of tolerance and fear, whereas, in the tests where the animals 
voluntarily approach unfamiliar humans, they actively elicit a contact, which can be interpreted as 
positive. Examples of tests where the animals approach humans are available in cattle [135] and in 
goats [3,136], and in responses to separation and reunion in lambs bonded to humans [131]. However, 
it has been postulated that these tests may be the result of conflicting motivations, such as motivation 
to explore and fear [135], thus affecting the validity of this indicator. Although feasible, no studies on 
reliability are available. 
In addition to the above-mentioned behaviours that are common to farmed ruminant species, 
there are some species-specific behaviours whose expression can be considered as an indication of 
positive welfare. For example, buffaloes are the only domestic ruminants expressing the behaviour 
of wallowing, which consists of covering the body surface with mud. Therefore, this can be 
considered a species-specific natural behaviour. Although this behaviour has received little attention, 
when appropriate facilities are available, buffaloes lie in potholes, ponds, or pools. In particular, 
previous studies report that from February to July, on average, 31% of the animals were wallowing 
in the mud [137], whereas this increased to 48% in mid-summer (i.e., from June to August) [54]. 
Buffaloes have a sparse hair coat and, consequently, a reduced number of sweat glands [138]. 
Therefore, they use wallowing as a means to efficiently dissipate heat, as also suggested by the higher 
milk production of buffaloes provided with wallowing facilities [54]. Conversely, when wallowing is 
denied, buffaloes tend to spend more time idling [137] and lying in the slurry (possibly trying to 
compensate for the lack of water) and less on exploration [54]. In addition, wallowing proved to be 
more efficient in heat dissipation than showers [139]. However, all these findings just suggest that 
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buffaloes may suffer if wallowing is denied, whereas to be positive, such behaviour should be self-
rewarding. One aspect suggesting this effect is that, albeit less frequently, buffaloes wallow also in 
winter, when a thermoregulatory motivation is lacking [137]. In addition, at least in pigs, wallowing 
may induce relaxation [140]. This indicator may be considered both feasible and reliable if assessed 
as a resource (i.e., access to pools/potholes), whereas no information is available if assessed as an 
expression of wallowing behaviour. 
Goats are known to climb and prefer elevated places [141]. Aschwanden et al. [142] found that 
the provision of platforms to loose-housed goats positively affects the behaviour of animals during 
feeding and resting and reduces aggressions. The authors found an increase in feeding and resting 
bouts, while the possibility to move both in horizontal and vertical space helped to minimise agonistic 
interactions [142]. When given the possibility, goats actively used enriched environments (e.g., 
niches, platforms, brushes) and were frequently observed climbing, walking, and lying in elevated 
places [25]. Observations of behaviours influenced by the presence of platforms or elevated places 
are time-consuming; hence, feasibility is presently low. No information is given about the reliability 
of this indicator. 
One of the most important social interactions animals engage in are the contacts between 
mothers and offspring. In sheep and beef cattle, where offspring remain with the mother for 
prolonged periods, affiliative social contacts (licking, nosing, actively and preferentially seeking one 
another, and lying in contact) are frequent (e.g., [143,144]), and associated with elevated oxytocin in 
the mother (Muir & Dwyer [145]). Maternal care can be assessed by measuring grooming, mother-
offspring contact and proximity, and suckling frequency. At present, these are time-consuming and 
impractical in the field, but with technological developments, such as proximity sensors, these may 
become more feasible measures in the future. 
3.5. Mental State 
According to Mellor [20], this domain is the result of internal states and external circumstances 
that may affect welfare-relevant mental experiences. However, the aim of this review is to consider 
indicators that can measure the positive mental experience, as generated by other factors. The 
indicators included in this section are not necessarily linked to a specific provision to the animals but 
can serve as a general overview of the affective state of ruminants. Positive emotional states of 
relevance to animal welfare may include, for example, calmness, relaxation, curiosity, excitement, 
positive engagement, and anticipation of reward or pleasurable events. Panksepp [146] postulated 
that affective states are functional for the fitness of the animals as positive states inform the animals 
about the fact that they are coping well, whereas negative states may alert subjects to potential threats 
to survival. 
Based on previous studies of humans, [147] postulated that animals experiencing negative 
emotions, such as those deriving from fear, stress, and adverse environmental conditions, will 
interpret ambiguous stimuli in a more pessimistic way [148,149]. Conversely, albeit less studied, 
more optimistic judgments are given as a consequence of positive experiences such as gentle handling 
[150], environmental enrichment [151], and release after an aversive treatment [152]. In particular, 
Doyle et al. [152] noted that ten Merino sheep exhibited a positive bias when released after a period 
of restraint and isolation. Similar results were obtained by Sanger et al. [153]. These authors observed 
that shorn sheep had a more positive judgment of ambiguous stimuli after release. These studies 
showed a more positive response when animals were released from a negative experience, which is 
assumed to generate a positive affective state, although whether this is also true when there is no 
prior negative stimulus is yet to be tested. Although a number of physiological measures demonstrate 
the validity of positive judgement bias as positive welfare indicator, which directly reflects the 
emotional state of the animal (core affect), on-farm feasibility of this indicator seems low due to the 
fact that animals have to be trained and specific and articulated tests requiring a specific set-up, rather 
than the observation of spontaneous behaviour in an undisturbed environment, have to be put in 
place. Attention bias, another class of cognitive bias, has been developed in order to improve the 
feasibility of measuring these cognitive effects on-farm. Attention bias describes the differential 
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allocation of attentional resources towards one stimulus compared to others [154]. Recently, [155] 
proposed the attention bias test where the animals do not need to be trained as the attention towards 
a novel, potentially noxious stimulus is recorded the first time they encounter it. These authors noted 
reduced attention towards a dog in more relaxed sheep (i.e., treated with diazepam). However, in 
cattle, this effect was not replicated [156]. No studies on intra- and inter-observer reliability have been 
conducted. 
Behavioural laterality has also been linked to either positive or negative animals’ emotions, as 
the two brain hemispheres control contrasting emotions: in fact, the left hemisphere is believed to 
control positive emotions, whereas the right hemisphere controls negative ones, and behavioural 
responses are contralateral to the dominating hemisphere [157]. In ruminants, behavioural 
lateralisation in response to different emotion-eliciting situations has been observed in sheep that 
showed a higher proportion of left-lateralised ears after the exposure to a non-palatable food 
(wooden pellet), and a lower proportion of left-lateralised ears after the exposure to a standard feed 
that was considered as a positive stimulus [158]. A higher proportion of right-lateralised ears can, 
therefore, be supposed to indicate a positive emotional state. However, the results of this experiment 
were not consistent with other trials carried out by the same authors, and the validity of ear 
lateralisation as an indicator of sheep’s emotions still has to be confirmed. This indicator seems to be 
feasible on-farm, but no information is available on its reliability. 
Some indicators may be used to interpret emotions according to a dimensional theory [159] 
where emotions are described as moving in a continuum along two axes: valence that expresses 
positive or negative moods, and arousal that defines the low or high level of excitement. Negative 
emotions often go along with high arousal and positive emotions with low arousal, but high arousal 
can sometimes also be found in positive situations. The qualitative assessment of animal behaviour 
(QBA) has been widely used to describe how animals interact with the environment. It is based on 
an integrative approach where the ‘whole-animal’ is assessed, according to the above-mentioned 
dimensional theory. This methodology relies on the use of behavioural descriptors ranging from low 
(e.g., calm, relaxed) to high levels of arousal (e.g., active, restless) and from a positive (e.g., curious, 
excited) to a negative valence/mood (e.g., indifferent, bored). These descriptors, in the original 
version, were generated by the observers using the free choice profile technique [160]. The approach 
based on free choice profile showed that QBA had high intra-observer reliability, inter-observer 
reliability (e.g., [160]) and validity (e.g., [161]). However, in order to make the methodology suitable 
for on-farm welfare assessment, fixed lists of terms have also been used and show good inter-observer 
reliability in cattle [162] and sheep [163]; test-retest and intra-observer reliability, as well as on-farm 
feasibility, have also been confirmed in sheep [164]. The validity of QBA to highlight positive 
emotional states has been confirmed in cattle [165], goats [166], and sheep [164]. 
Farm animals may also express emotions using a complex set of facial expressions, body 
postures, and vocalisations. Most studies focused on the assessment of these indicators in relation to 
pain or fear, but they are rarely adopted to assess positive emotions, such as relaxation or pleasure. 
Behavioural studies and the physiological basis of changes in visible eye white (or eye aperture) 
suggest that this indicator may reflect emotional experience in cows [167–171] and sheep [172–175]. 
In particular, changes in eye aperture can be a dynamic indicator of emotional states, with a low 
percentage of visible white indicating satisfaction and low arousal [168]. The percentage of eye white 
decreases when cow and calf are reunited after separation [170], sheep brushed by a familiar human 
show a high proportion of closed and half-closed eyes during and post brushing, indicating that this 
procedure might have elicited a relaxed state [172,173], and groomed sheep show low relative eye 
aperture [175]. However, the percentage of eye white in dairy cows may also increase in response to 
a positive stimulus presumed to be particularly exciting [171], including exposure to concentrate 
[169]. Hence, the visible eye white may indicate arousal perhaps more than valence. Validity is 
uncertain in several studies [169,171,174], whereas inter-observer reliability has been only tested and 
checked in two studies [169,171]. Reefmann et al. [175] comment on feasibility, and state that 
determining the eye aperture and, consequently, visible eye white, is a labour-intensive task, made 
of a digital calculation of the white area in comparison with the whole eye. At present, feasibility is 
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very low for on-farm assessment; however, it could be improved by performing direct observations 
or developing an automatic computerised calculation. A recent work [176] checked the possibility of 
assessing the eye white in dairy cows as classes of eye aperture, ranging from eye white clearly visible 
to half-closed eye: this method appears to be promising and more feasible than any computerised 
calculation. 
Ruminants have highly developed muscles around their ears, enabling them to independently 
move forward and backwards very readily to express internal states and communicate [158]. Some 
studies support the idea that facial expressions can communicate specific emotional states, by 
showing that goats and sheep avoid images of conspecific faces demonstrating fear or discomfort, 
and are attracted to relaxed or positive facial expressions [177]. Ear postures are highly species-
depending and require specific study in order to gather accurate information [178]. Hanging ears in 
dairy cows and sheep are associated with positive emotional states of low arousal (e.g., stroking or 
grooming [131,172,173,178,179]) and related to the relaxed/calm dimension of QBA [130,178]; 
however, whether hanging ears would be associated with a low arousal negative state (such as 
boredom) has not been rigorously tested. Both backwards and forwards ears may be associated either 
with positive or negative situations [158,178,180,181]; hence, it is not possible to accurately relate 
these to underlying emotional states. Frequent ear changes are associated with negative stimuli in 
sheep [158], but with positive stimuli in cows [178]. Further studies are needed to clarify the meaning 
of ear-posture changes for each species, and to check for the reliability of this indicator. 
Recent research focusing on body posture as an indicator of emotion in farm animals shows that 
there is considerable variation among species in the meaning of the same posture [182]. Hence, body 
postures cannot be generalised to different species and, furthermore, it is suggested that specific 
postures may have a different meaning when assessed alone or combined to a whole body posture 
evaluation [182]. Stretching the neck, or a horizontal neck position are associated with positive 
emotions in cows [167,179,182], as well as tail wagging in cattle [182] and sheep [173] and tail up in 
goats [181]. These postures are usually associated with ears hanging down and can be easily recorded 
on-farm, but no specific study is available on their reliability. 
Vocalisations could be considered as a direct expression of emotion in animals [92]. Little work 
is available to reliably identify types of calls or acoustic parameters when ruminants are exposed to 
positive situations; thus, general conclusions are difficult to draw. The source–filter theory of voice 
production suggests that vocalisations in mammals are generated by vibrations of the vocal folds 
(“source”) that determines the frequency (or pitch; “F0”), subsequently filtered by the vocal tract 
(“filter”). Hence, changes in vocal production are associated with emotion-related changes in the 
pharynx and glottis which alter the characteristics of the sound produced [183]. Low-frequency calls 
have been recorded in cows, sheep, and goats in situations that elicit positive emotions [181,183,184]. 
Cows and sheep produce these calls with the mouth closed or partially open [183]. It has also been 
found that in goats, the vocal fold vibrates at a more stable rate during positive than negative 
emotions, resulting in more stable F0 over time [181]. However, the use of vocalisations as an 
indicator to measure positive emotions has some limitations. First, it relies on animals providing 
enough vocalisations for assessment, and then, on the ability of human assessors to evaluate sounds. 
The development of automatic tools for the recognition of sound would be particularly appealing to 
improve the feasibility and reliability of this indicator. 
A list of indicators of affective engagement resulting from the sum of internal states and external 
circumstances (i.e., Mental State) is presented in Table 3. 
Table 3. List of the reviewed potential positive welfare indicators of affective engagement resulting 
from the sum of internal states and external circumstances (i.e., Mental State). The animal category 
and method used for data collection are also specified for each indicator. 
Welfare Indicator Animal Category Data Collection Method References 
Asymmetric ear posture Sheep Video recording [173] 
Axial/plane ears Sheep Video recording [175] 
Body posture changes Sheep Video recording [173] 
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Closed eyes Sheep Video recording [173] 
Duration in each ear posture Sheep Video recording [172] 
Ear-posture changes Sheep Video recording [172] 
Ears back down Dairy cow Video recording [182] 
Ears back up Dairy cow Video recording [182] 
Ears backwards 
Dairy cow Video recording [178] 
Dairy cow Photos [176] 
Sheep Video recording [172] 
Ears hanging 
Dairy cow Video recording [178] 
Dairy cow Video recording [179] 
Dairy cow Photos [176] 
Lamb Video recording [131] 
Sheep Video recording [158] 
Half-closed eyes 
Dairy cow Photos [176] 
Sheep Video recording [172] 
Sheep Video recording [173] 
Head orientation changes Sheep Video recording [173] 
Infrequent ear-changes Sheep Video recording [174] 
Leaning into stroker Dairy cow Video recording [167] 
Licking stroker Dairy cow Video recording [167] 
Low percentage of visible eye white 
Dairy cow Video recording [167] 
Dairy cow Video recording [169] 
Dairy cow Video recording [170] 
Dairy cow Video recording [168] 
Dairy cow Video recording [171] 
Dairy cow Photos [176] 
Sheep Video recording [174] 
Low relative eye aperture 
Sheep Video recording [175] 
Dairy cow Photos [176] 
Low-frequency calls 
Dairy cow Electronic device [183] 
Goat Video recording [181] 
Neck horizontal Dairy cow Video recording [182] 
Neck stretching 
Dairy cow Video recording [167] 
Dairy cow Video recording [179] 
Positive bias Sheep Direct observations [152] 
Proportion of right-lateralised ears Sheep Direct observations [158] 
Qualitative Behaviour Assessment 
Beef cattle Direct observations [162] 
Beef cattle Direct observations [165] 
Dairy cow Direct observations [162] 
Goat Direct observations [166] 
Sheep Video recording [163] 
Sheep Direct observations [164] 
Veal calf Direct observations [162] 
Rubbing stroker Dairy cow Video recording [167] 
Ruminating Sheep Video recording [173] 
Sniffing stroker Dairy cow Video recording [167] 
Tail up Goat Video recording [181] 
Tail wagging Sheep Video recording [173] 
Total duration of tail wagging Sheep Video recording [172] 
Vigorous tail wagging Dairy cow Video recording [182] 
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4. Conclusions 
The present review allowed the identification of a list of promising indicators that might be 
included in welfare assessment protocols for ruminants. Most of them cover several aspects of 
positive welfare related to three domains: Environment, Behaviour, and Mental State. Few positive 
welfare indicators are available for the evaluation of Nutrition and Health. Thus, further research is 
needed for these last domains. 
Many indicators can be considered valid to highlight positive welfare conditions. However, 
much of the validity evidence is based on their absence when a negative situation is present; in order 
to affirm their validity as indicators of positive welfare, it would, therefore, be important to validate 
them also in the opposite direction, demonstrating their increase in pleasurable situations. This 
should be a relevant topic for future research. Reliability also needs to be further investigated, as very 
few studies focus on this aspect; however, in the very few cases where it has been tested, the results 
seem to be good. 
Some indicators are apparently feasible on-farm, but most of them require the development of 
specific sampling strategies and/or rely on the use of video- or automatic-recording devices. 
Automation and the use of machine learning systems would help to increase feasibility. 
In conclusion, several indicators are potentially already available (e.g., synchronisation of lying 
and feeding, coat or fleece condition, QBA), but further indicators are required for some domains, 
and some further testing and refinement is needed for those that are already available. Filling these 
gaps would be extremely useful in order to set up new welfare assessment protocols able to focus on 
indicators of positive welfare, in order to assure a higher quality of animal products to consumers, 
with the guarantee that animals are really experiencing a life that is worth living. 
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